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WORLD
ORGANIZATION FOR
SHIDDUCHIM
A Call to those who fear the word of Hashem, to those strong and
brave men who do the will of The Holy One Blessed be He in
every city all over the world.
It is revealed and known to all the difficult situation regarding
Shiduchim, and due to our many sins, there are hundreds of
thousands of young men and young ladies, observant and
respectful of the Mitzvot of Hashem, who find it very difficult to
meet a partner, and whose dear parents suffer and sigh, with
their hearts broken within them form all the suffering of raising
their children, and their souls yearn and thirst to bring their sons
to the Chuppa and to find a Shidduch for their daughters, and
their eyes are dimmed, and they have no strength to solve their
problem because the inmate can not free himself from prison, may
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Hashem have mercy on them and bring an end to their suffering,
for it is great and it is almost unbearable for them.
Therefore our hearts are greatly rejoiced to hear the good news
that revive the soul, that in the last few days some faithful
Community leaders, as well as men of good heart and good name
awakened themselves when they saw the great suffering of our
people, and they said that this was not the time to sit calmly doing
nothing while their brothers are suffering. So their hearts wished
to do something good with the help of the Holy One of Israel, to be
partners with the Holy One Blessed be He, whose task is to sit al
day and arrange partners for marriage. And so they have
established the WORLD ORGANIZATION FOR SHIDUCHIM –
“MERKAZ SHIDUCHE NISSUIN HAOLAMI”, whose purpose
is to establish organizations in every place, and to be involved in
this great Mitzvah, to be a help to their brothers and sisters and
find for them their right partner, and there is no bigger Mitzvah
than this one.
And an endeavor like this to establish and begin an institution like
this one requires tools, like computers, and therefore we ask and
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beg you that you help us bring our fellow Jews to the Chuppa, we
ask you to help us with an open and generous hand. We ask for
your support both material and human for we also need people
who will run the organization in the various places that it will be
required.
And in the merit of this Tzeddaka the words of the prophet will be
fulfilled in all of us: ODD YESHAMA BE ARE YEHUDA

UBECHUTZOT YERUSHALAIM KOL SASON VE KOL
SIMCHA KOL CHATAN VE KOL KALA” AMEN
PLEASE GET IN TOUCH WITH US AT

(917) 803 – 9241
1270-51 ST. BROOKLYN NY 11219

